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Description of the research topic 

The church architecture of Protestantism is not a sufficiently explored area of the 

Hungary’s history of architecture. Although monographs have been published in 

connection with some monuments, and reviews and publications have been written on 

the specific eras, the exact history of the formation and later transformation of these 

building types is not clarified yet. When studying Protestant church architecture in the 

Carpathian Basin independently of denominations and over a wider period of time, 

similarities are revealed between Protestant communities, both in terms of architecture 

and use of space. Also, it makes the process of architectural transfer between periods, 

areas, and denominations more transparent. 

The limitations of a doctoral dissertation do not allow for summarizing the entire 

historical Protestant church architecture of Hungary; therefore, the primary goal is to 

explore the unique features of the Calvinist church architecture in Trei Scaune, which, 

we hope, justifies the specialness of this region. In connection with Trei Scaune, the 

secondary objective is to highlight the interesting aspects of the new research results 

related to the Protestant church architecture in the Carpathian Basin, which also 

establishes the context of the Trei Scaune area at least at the domestic level. 

In Hungary, the issue of Protestant church architecture is unclear, especially in the 

period prior to the Patent of Toleration. For this reason, the dissertation – in addition 

to a more detailed discussion of the Trei Scaune region, by examining the question 

from the location’s perspective – seeks to elaborate the picture of Calvinist church 

architecture of the 17
th

 and 18
th

 centuries by presenting some examples or phenomena 

from the era, even those that are spatially more distant.  

The dissertation emphasizes the age of the Patent of Toleration, therefore, the 

architecture of the first third of the 19
th

 century also justifies a more in-depth 

discussion. Churches built from the middle of the 19
th

 century to the beginning of the 

20
th

 century are discussed and presented in connection with the transformation and 

reconstruction of the former churches, as well as in the relation of the new and 

previous building structures and building parts. As an introduction to the topic, the age 

of the Reformation (16
th

 century) and the period around the two world wars are 

described tangentially. These periods – in relation of Transylvania – meant the 

cessation and complete transformation of the traditions of church architecture. 

The exact delimitation of the subject of the dissertation means the Calvinist 
church architecture of the respective Reformed (Calvinist) Diocese of Sepsi, Kézdi, 

Orbai and Erdővidék in the Transylvanian Diocese of the Reformed (Calvinist) 

Church. The church-administrative delimitation inherent in the above grouping can be 

considered almost identical to the building stock of the Calvinist churches of today's 

Covasna County and the former Trei Scaune County.  

Thus, the period and the place can be interpreted, and the detailed studies focus 

on the topics of spatial formation and usage, and, without claiming completeness, they 

touch on topics in the history of structures. An important aspect is the pronounced 

examination of the changes in the spatial approach (use and typology), as the latter 
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distinguish the Calvinist churches of Trei Scaune from the Protestant and other 

denominational churches located in their narrower or wider environment. Of course, 

other denomination-related characteristics of the buildings can also be discovered: 

either iconographic, interior design curiosities, typical floor plan solutions, or more 

frequently used structures. These are presented as secondary aspects of analysis, only 

because of their outstanding (e.g. art historical) significance, or being essential 

features of local architecture. 

The subject of on-site and archival research included 94 Calvinist churches and 

oratories in today's Covasna and Brașov Counties. Finally, the dissertation was based 

on a detailed analysis of 82 buildings – and their antecedent churches belonging to the 

same denomination – which were built before the World War II and are clearly 

classified as churches in their architecture and design, so they are not oratories. 

 

Churches and oratories studied:  

/a church or oratories not discussed in 

detail in the dissertation/ 

 

1. Cernatu de Jos (Alsócsernáton)  

2. Dobolii de Jos (Aldoboly) 

3. Angheluș (Angyalos) 

4. Araci (Árapatak) 

5. Arcuș (Árkos) 

6. Brateş (Barátos) 

7. Brădut (Bardóc) 

8. Baraolt  (Barót) 

9. Brețcu (Bereck) 

10. Biborțeni (Bibarcfalva) 

11. Bicfalău (Bikfalva) 

12. Bita (Bita) 

13. Budila (Bodola) 

14. Bodoș (Bodos) 

15. Belin (Bölön) 

16. Țufalău (Cófalva) 

17. Chiuruș (Csomakőrös) 

18. Dalnic (Dálnok) 

19. Aninoasa (Egerpatak) 

20. Filia (Erdőfüle) 

21. Eresteghin (Eresztevény) 

22. Ariușd (Erősd) 

23. Etfalău (Étfalva) 

24. Dobolii de Sus (Feldoboly) 

25. Cernatu de Sus (Felsőcsernáton) 

26. Fotoș (Fotosmartonos) 

27. Ghelința (Gelence) 

28. Ghidfalău (Gidófalva) 

29. Hăghig (Hídvég) 

30. Icafalău (Ikafalva) 

31. Ilieni (Illyefalva) 

32. Imeni (Imecsfalva) 

33. Calnic (Kálnok) 

34. - (Karatna) 

35. Teliu (Keresztvár)  

36. Albiș (Kézdialbis) 

37. Mărcușa (Kézdimárkosfalva) 

38. Mărtineni (Kézdimártonfalva) 

39. - (Kézdimátisfalva) 

40. Târgu Secuiesc (Kézdivásárhely) 

41. Chilieni (Kilyén) 

42. Bățanii Mici (Kisbacon) 

43. Boroșneu Mic (Kisborosnyó) 

44. Comandău (Komandó) 

45. Comolău (Komolló) 

46. Covasna (Kovászna 1.) 

47. Valea Voinești (Vajnafalva) 

48. Chichiș (Kökös) 

49. Căpeni (Köpec) 

50. Aita Medie (Középajta) 

51. Leț (Lécfalva)  

52. Lemnia (Lemhény) 

53. Lisnău (Lisznyó) 

54. Herculian (Magyarhermány) 
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55. Moacșa (Maksa) 

56. Malnaș (Málnás) 

57. Malnaș-Băi (Málnásfürdő) 

58. Micloșoara (Miklósvár) 

59. Micfalău (Mikóújfalu) 

60. Aita Mare (Nagyajta) 

61. Bățanii Mari (Nagybacon) 

62. Boroșneu Mare (Nagyborosnyó) 

63. Tălișoara (Olasztelek) 

64. Olteni (Oltszem) 

65. Telechia (Orbaitelek) 

66. Ruseni (Oroszfalu) 

67. Pachia (Páké) 

68. Papauti (Papolc) 

69. Pava (Páva) 

70. Reci (Réty) 

71. Pădureni (Sepsibesenyő) 

72. Bodoc (Sepsibodok) 

73. Bixad (Sepsibükszád) 

74. Valea Crișului (Sepsikőröspatak) 

75. Măgheruș (Sepsimagyarós) 

76. Sfântu Gheorghe 

(Sepsiszentgyörgy 1.) 

77. - / see 76. (Szemerja) 

78. see 76. (Sepsiszentgyörgy 3.) 

79. see 76. (Sepsiszentgyörgy 4.) 

80. Sâncraiu (Sepsiszentkirály) 

81. Saciova (Szacsva) 

82. Aita Seacă (Szárazajta) 

83. Doboșeni (Székelyszáldobos) 

84. Tamașfalău (Székelytamásfalva) 

85. Sântionlunca 

(Szentivánlaborfalva) 

86. Coșeni (Szotyor) 

87. Surcea (Szörcse) 

88. Turia (Torja) 

89. Ozun (Uzon) 

90. Vârghiș (Vargyas) 

91. Zăbala (Zabola) 

92. Zagon (Zágon) 

93. Zălan (Zalán) 

94. Zoltan (Zoltán)

 

Research methodology 

During the research of the church architecture of Trei Scaune, we tried to review 

and use the results of the Hungarian, cross-border and foreign literature in detail. 

However, the most important part of the research included on-site surveys, interviews, 

archival and museum research, which provided an opportunity to review previously 

unprocessed sources and to study the structures and spatial usage of the church 

buildings themselves. The importance and uniqueness of the latter makes it necessary 

to present the on-site research for the reader in detail. 

Building surveys and related collection works 

In all cases, the research of Calvinist churches in Trei Scaune has started with a 

personal visit to all the buildings and congregations to be studied. This is especially 

important in a field where, in most cases, plans and descriptions are not available, and 

buildings are often completely unknown not only to the lay observer, but even to 

researchers. The primary and most authentic source was the buildings themselves and 

the village community.  
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The on-site surveys and collections had already started before the doctoral 

research, because in 2015 the Sepsi Scaune subregion of the Trei Scaune region 

provided the subject of a TDK (Students' Scientific Conference) dissertation. In the 

summer of 2015, thirty-two Calvinist churches and oratories were visited and 

surveyed, one in the winter of 2016, fifty-nine in the summer of 2017, and two in the 

summer of 2018. The one-person survey was performed with a laser rangefinder, 

while the manuals were done using a traditional technique. During the on-site visits, 

survey drawings of the churches were made in a scale of approximately 1:200, 

including a floor plan, ceiling height dimensions, a structural survey of the roof and, if 

there was any, that of the belfry, in some cases detail drawings and a perspective view 

of the building. Some of the roof structures and church towers were not or were only 

partially recorded and viewed. The reason for this was their inaccessibility and the 

increased danger due to the condition and structure of the construction. Out of the 82 

selected buildings, the structural survey of the roof structures was carried out in 69 

cases, and in another 8 cases a sketch was made based on visual inspection. The 

structural survey and dendrochronological test results made by Boglárka Tóth and 

István Botár (AnnoDomini Dendrolab) provided help and support in the analysis of 

the structures that were not or only partially surveyed (or in Trei Scaune). 

The inventorying of the so-called ‘invisible accessories’ related to the operation 

of churches – seating order, folk traditions and customs – took place in parallel with 

the building survey, as the aspects of use cannot be separated from the architecture 

and the concepts of meaning can only be interpreted in this entirety. The genre of 

information collection (that is oral history) differed from the methodologies used in 

the history of architecture, but its application was necessary in connection with data 

acquisition. The collected customs and traditions are often not recorded in writing, 

they have been passed down in the community for decades and centuries. Pastoralists, 

bell ringers, caretakers, presbyters, and believers participated in the on-site 

interviews.
1
 

In several cases, the on-site research also included an overview of locally 

available archival sources. Their condition, content and accessibility proved to be 

quite different, but in the case of three buildings – in Ruseni, Cernatu de Sus, Aita 

Medie – original architectural drawings, in several cases minutes of presbyterian 

meetings and construction contracts were found, as well as historia domus, which 

recorded major construction and renovation works. Regarding the on-site archival 

research, it was not possible to have a complete overview, as only half a day was 

provided to visit a building and collect the related data and resources, together with 

completing the survey.  

The three main pillars of the on-site work were the inspections of the building, the 

congregation, and the archives, which work was performed continuously. In addition, 

the public and church collections were reviewed periodically, also, the researchers and 

specialists involved in the topic were visited intermittently.  

                                                                 
1
 Hereby, I would like to thank all the contributors for their selfless help. 
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Church collections  

Among the church collections, the Central Archives of the Reformed (Calvinist) 

Church District of Transylvania has an outstandingly rich source of material. In the 

institution, we looked through the material of the Archives of the Main Consistory and 

the Board of Directors, and – striving for completeness – the legacy of László 

Debreczeni and the Darkó-Debreczeni Collection.  

The archival documents of the first half of the 20
th

 century also proved to be 

significant from the point of view of the research, as the organizational formation of 

the ecclesiastical monument preservation and the need for an increased protection of 

monuments and its practical implementation can be dated to this time. The most 

interesting documents are related to the notification and inventorying of monuments. 

Diocesan (so to speak, mandatory) surveys and notifications related to the change of 

power can also be dated to this period, providing invaluable prints of the building 

stock and artefacts of the entire diocese. These surveys were conducted on two 

occasions: for the Kingdom of Hungary in 1940 and for the Socialist Republic of 

Romania in 1954. 

The Darkó-Debreczeni legacy is particularly valuable, within which the 

sketchbooks of László Debreczeni are of outstanding significance. These sketchbooks 

were made between 1928 and 1937 on behalf of the Monument Committee of the 

Transylvanian Diocese of the Reformed (Calvinist) Church. Their content is varied: 

the architectural, structural surveys, detailed drawings of clenodium, church textiles, 

bells are all recorded in them.  

In addition to exploring the church administration documents found in Transylvania, 

we also considered it important to visit the Synodal Archives of the Reformed Church 

of Hungary and the Hungarian National Collection Council of the Reformed Church.   

Strictly speaking, the latter did not help to expand the material of Trei Scaune but 

pointed out the unexploited research areas of Hungarian Calvinist church architecture. 

Public collections 

Among the public collections in Transylvania, the Szekler National 

Museum of Sfântu Gheorghe was an outstanding partner. We contacted the staff of the 

institution back in 2015, after which we reviewed the library once, and the collection 

and the photo library several times. The photo and postcard collection found here was 

the greatest help for the research.  

Among the Budapest collections, we first visited the Museum of Applied Arts. 

The main reason for the visit was to see the painted coffered wooden ceiling of 

Moacșa, which we saw in the building of the institution right before the renovation 

works. 

This was followed by getting in contact with the Museum of Ethnography, 

Budapest. After the personal consultations, we conducted a review of the Museum’s 

collections and library. We have looked through in detail the collection of drawings, 

http://www.archivportal.hu/en/archives-of-hungary/synodal-archives-of-the-reformed-church-of-hungary/
http://www.archivportal.hu/en/archives-of-hungary/synodal-archives-of-the-reformed-church-of-hungary/
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slides and manuscripts, and the collection of photographs, which contain several 

documents related to the Trei Scaune region. 

Unfortunately, during the period of this doctoral research (2016-2020) the above-

mentioned public collections in Budapest gradually closed their doors to researchers. 

We also tried to contact the legal successor of the significantly reorganized Gyula 

Forster National Centre for Cultural Heritage Management. The helpful 

communication of the staff let us know that the collection preserves Trei Scaune-

related documents only in connection with the church of Moacșa. Fortunately the 

building has been extensively researched.  

Theses 

1. Distribution of the Calvinist church architecture in Trei Scaune in time 

and space 

1.1. Time distribution of constructions 

Examining the time of the dominant construction periods
2
 of the 82 Calvinist 

church naves studied in detail (Figure 1) and the number of constructions and 

renovations based on the sources for the current Calvinist church stock (Figure 2), it 

can be seen that the church constructions are not evenly distributed in the period 

under review. After the Reformation, the first churches, originally built for Calvinist 

congregations, could be constructed in the 17
th

 century in Trei Scaune, which survived 

in small numbers, but still stand today and bear the architectural features of the 

period. In the first two thirds of the 18
th
 century, church renovations and 

reconstructions were dominant. A significant proportion (70.8%) of the churches 

visible today were built or gained their present form after the Patent of Toleration. 

Thus, in terms of typology, the churches built from the end of the 18
th

 century to the 

beginning of the 20
th

 century form the backbone of the church architecture of the Trei 

Scaune region.  

 

The first churches in Trei Scaune were built in the 17
th

 century for the Calvinist 

congregation (either newly built or erected on the site of a former building, possibly 

taking on a completely new form using certain sections of the wall). Buildings that can 

be classified among these churches and still stand today are:
3
 Araci (1665),

4
 Ariușd 

                                                                 
2
 Dominant construction period means the date and time interval of the last reconstruction, 

which significantly influenced the floor plan shape and proportions, and determines the 

character and typological classification of the building visible today. 
3 For the following churches in Trei Scaune that are certified as not yet confirmed in terms of 

their existence, the 17th century period, which is no longer visible today, is known or supposed 

to be known: Cernatu de Jos, Brateş (made of stone), Bita (made of wood), Budila (with mixed 

structure), Belin, Târgu Secuiesc (made of wood), Chichiș (made of wood), Leț (first church 

made of wood / second church with masonry technique), Bățanii Mari (made of stone), Olteni, 
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(1700),
5
 Dobolii de Sus (early 17

th
 century),

6
 Hăghig (1674),

7
 Calnic (mid-17

th
 century),

 

8
 Chilieni (1698/1728),

9
 Bodoc (1651).

10
 The reasons why the once richer 17

th
 century 

church stock has disappeared include frequent war events from the end of the century, 

more frequent use of wood as a building material, and an increased desire to build 

churches after the Patent of Toleration. 

The establishment of the Royal Transylvanian Gubernium at the end of the 17
th

 

century, counter-reform efforts in the middle of the 18
th

 century during the reign of 

Maria Theresa and the ban on church construction until the Patent of Toleration made 

it almost impossible to build new churches, but the number of church renovations is 

significant. 

In terms of their construction time and their dominant construction period, 

churches predominate in the studied region that was built from the end of the 18
th

 

century to the middle of the 19
th

 century. The Patent of Toleration resulted in the same 

significant wave of construction and reconstruction in Trei Scaune as in the territories 

of the Kingdom of Hungary and Central Hungary liberated from the Ottoman rule. 

Despite they often reused medieval or early modern antecedents (wall sections, 

foundation walls), the churches built from the last decades of the 18
th

 century to the 

turn of the last century define the image of the Calvinist church architecture of the 

Trei Scaune region.  

In the period from the middle of the 19
th

 century to the turn of the century, it 

became especially common to completely rebuild (and abolish the space form with 

apse) or to demolish medieval churches, and to add a southern transept to the former 

nave – Reci, Dalnic, Căpeni, Biborțeni, Albiș, Kézdimátisfalva. The desire to build 

churches, clearly noticeable at the turn of the century, was greatly enhanced by 

preparations for the millennial festivities and by the construction capital aid for 

churches.  

                                                                                                                                                          

Pava, Valea Crișului, Sâncraiu (made of wood), Doboșeni, Surcea (made of wood), Turia, 

Zagon. 
4  The literature considers the date of construction to be confirmed, the research of László 

Debreczeni judged the building to be the same age. 
5 Although the time of construction is just on the verge of a new era, the church much more 

reflects the trends of the 17th century.  
6 Confirmed by archaeological research: SZTÁNCSUJ – HŐGYES 2018-2019 
7 The time of the church construction was questioned by Katalin B. Murádin. B. MURÁDIN 

1994 pp. 145-146. 
8
 Confirmed by archaeological research: BORDI – MÉDER 2008-2009 

9 Some date the construction date of the nave to 1698, while others date to 1728. 
10

 Confirmed by dendrochronological research: TÓTH, B. 2017 pp. 115-122. 
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Related publications: [3] [4] [8] [9]  

 

Figure 1: Time distribution of Calvinist church buildings in Trei Scaune in relation to the current 

diocesan division and the church buildings still standing today, omitting tower constructions and 

reconstructions. (illustration by the author) 

 

Non-

determi

nable

early 

17th 

century

mid 

17th 

century

late 

17th 

century

early 

18th 

century

mid 

18th 

century

late 

18th 

century

early 

19th 

century

mid 

19th 

century

late 

19th 

century

early 

20th 

century sum

Reformed 

(Calvinist) 

Diocese of 

Brașov 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 2

Reformed 

(Calvinist) 

Diocese of 

Erdővidék 5 0 0 0 0 0 4 1 2 2 1 15

Reformed 

(Calvinist) 

Diocese of 

Kézdi - Orbai 6 1 0 0 0 0 3 7 8 5 5 35

Reformed 

(Calvinist) 

Diocese of 

Sepsi 6 0 4 2 0 0 7 6 3 1 1 30

sum 17 1 4 2 0 0 14 14 14 9 7 82

Figure 2:  

Time distribution of Calvinist church 

buildings in Trei Scaune in relation to the 

current diocesan division and the church 

buildings still standing today, omitting tower 

constructions and reconstructions. 

(illustration by the author) 
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Brașov 1 0 0 2 3

Reformed 

(Calvinist) 

Diocese of 

Erdővidék 3 6 8 8 25

Reformed 

(Calvinist) 

Diocese of 

Kézdi - Orbai 11 13 19 29 72

Reformed 

(Calvinist) 

Diocese of 

Sepsi 10 5 18 12 45

sum 25 24 45 51 145
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1.2. Spatial distribution of church types 

The location of the Calvinist church types in Trei Scaune is not evenly distributed 

in the studied area. In geographically and administratively separate areas (typically 

interpreted in breakdown by Seats (scaune/szék: name of administrative subregions) 

the proportions and numbers of specific floor plan forms, the frequency of a given 

church type, as well as the related structural solutions proved to be different. This 

variety points out that the specific architectural traditions and preferences of the Seats 

have also been expressed in the field of church architecture. 

 

The medieval period is mostly represented at the level of floor plan types in Sepsi 

Scaune, Orbai Sacune and Erdővidék, but in addition to significant transformations 

(being integrated into T-floor plan churches) it also appears in Kézdi Scaune. Except 

for two examples, the surviving churches, built in the 17
th

 century in the present-day 

Kézdi-Orbai and Sepsi Reformed (Calvinist) Dioceses, are located along the southern 

border of the former county, and three churches are in the territory of Székföld. 

In the 18
th

 century, before the Patent of Toleration, there may have been a number 

of buildings which, due to the lack of surviving buildings and the scarcity of 

resources, show only one characteristic type in Trei Scaune in terms of their 

architectural quality: the single-nave church type with polygonal eastern apse. 

Churches that can be classified to this type were built in almost the same size 

throughout the county.
11

 

The era of the constructions following the Patent of Toleration is especially 

outstanding, as the churches built at that time significantly influenced the 

characteristic image of the church architecture of this region not only in terms of 

numbers, but also regarding the newly appearing types. One group
12

 appearing after 

the Patent of Toleration introduced a structurally new type using wall pillars and 

intersecting barrel vaults, sometimes banded barrel vaults, precedents of which 

appeared as early as the middle of the 18
th

 century – mostly in Roman Catholic church 

architecture. The presence of this type was typical at the church constructions of 

Erdővidék, Kézdi and Orbai Scaune, the first and most significant representative of the 

type is the great church in Târgu Secuiesc (1781-1786).  

In Trei Scaune, another ‘Patent of Toleration’ type appears mostly among the 

churches of the Reformed (Calvinist) Diocese of Sepsi, which fits into the group of 

churches with apse, supplemented by the triumphal arch. In terms of roofing, the nave 

                                                                 
11 The size of these buildings can be estimated at 3 fathoms, 3 fathoms ½ foot and 3½ fathoms 

([m]= 5,71; 6,03; 6,09; 6,56; 6,63) in width, 8 fathoms 1 foot, 10 fathoms, 10 ½ fathoms ([m]= 

15,61; 15,8; 18,93; 19,08; 19,80) in length, and 2 ½ fathoms, 2 fathoms 3 feet, 3 fathoms 1 foot 

([m]= 4,89; 4,90; 5,10; 5,50; 6,40) in ceiling height. 
12  According to the research of István Bibó, the literature in church architecture often 

distinguishes only one Protestant church type of the Patent of Toleration, but this finding needs 

to be corrected in the future, as at least two types can be distinguished only within the Trei 

Scaune region, appearing after the Patent of Toleration. 
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is always covered by a flat ceiling, while the sanctuary is typically designed with 

intersecting vaults. A good example of this type is the nave of the fortress church in 

Ilieni (1782-1782), which, due to the market town status of the settlement, also served 

as a model for the church builders of the surrounding villages. 

In Sepsi and Kézdi Scaune, a group of churches with oblong floor plan can still be 

found, originated from the last decade of the 18
th

 century, the majority of which are 

new constructions, but extensions derived from medieval building cores can also be 

found among them. In the first half of the 19
th

 century, the single-nave, polygon-apse 

naves were still present, by the middle of the century they became more and more 

voluminous in size, often leaving the previously common orientation to the east. From 

the middle of the 19
th

 century, the spans of the churches (either oblongum or with 

polygonal apes on one or both sides), which became a Protestant tradition by then, 

have increased significantly. The interiors take on an even more centralized picture in 

terms of their proportions and spatial design (for example, the wide spaces made it 

possible to increase the pews placed in the transverse direction). Churches 

representing this type are present throughout the county, but they can be found in 

Sepsi and Kézdi Scaune in even greater numbers. 

Also, from the middle of the 19
th

 century, the appearance of the southern wings 

has become a significant trend both in connection with the expansion of existing 

buildings and the construction of new churches. The resulting two types of T-shape 

floor plans are distinguished based on whether they were created by expanding an 

existing building core, typically of medieval origin, or by building a new nave. The 

significance of the southern extensions lies in the fact that these liturgical spaces have 

taken on a supplementary role, as pews were placed in the wings that were designed 

with either ground-floor or two-storey, but with the same or nearly the same height as 

the nave. The related churches designed by architect György Horváth can be 

distinguished within the new constructions as a special type in the Erdővidék area – 

Tălișoara, Brădut. 

Medieval buildings were involved in the large-scale church transformations of the 

late 19
th

 century and their reconstruction can already be studied in the field of 

monument protection operating within an organizational framework. The two most 

significant types of churches created by reconstruction were the already mentioned 

churches extended to the south and the regular longitudinal rectangular floor plans 

created by the demolition of the former apse. This trend did not occur at all in Orbai 

Scaune.  

Historicizing church architecture – Gothic forms spreading mostly following the 

work of Schulek, Pecz and Alpár, as well as the floor plan types that had previously 

been alien to the architecture of Trei Scaune – is present in only a few examples in 

Sepsi, Kézdi and Orbai Scaune from the end of the 19
th

 century to the 1930s. In the 

Calvinist church architecture of Erdővidék, due to the conservatism of the countryside, 

only one church is known that leaves the apsed spatial form or the symbolic polygonal 

closure appearing on one of the shorter sides of the space, namely the church of Belin.  
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Related publications: [3] [4] [7] [8] [9]  

Figure 3:  

Map illustration of the distribution of the Calvinist church types in Trei Scaune  and, highlighting 

the typical floor plan types with the help of a few examples. (illustration by the author) 
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2. Changing ratios, new structural solutions 

The floor plan ratios of the Calvinist churches in Trei Scaune show a significant 

change in the period under study. From the Reformation to the second half of the 19
th
 

century, the length/width ratios of the studied Calvinist churches were gradually 

reduced. The lower extreme value – floor plan ratio ≤ 2:1 – is represented by the 

churches built between 1840-1880, but the first half/middle of the 19
th

 century is the 

period that strives to create the most centralizing spaces also from the layout’s point 

of view. In the second half of the 19
th

 century, the numerical value of the floor plan 

ratios increased again, presumably due to the popularity of historicizing architecture 

inspired by the Middle Ages.  

 

The significant decrease in the floor plan ratios – the length/width ratios of the 

interior of the church – may indicate that the striving for centralization in Protestant 

church architecture can be assumed not only in connection with transforming the form 

of spaces, but also in the case of spatial proportions. In Trei Scaune, where the basic 

formulas of forms are often the same when looking at the totality of the Calvinist 

church building stock, striving for centrality is an important aspect in the change of 

spatial approach and perception. Large-span spaces necessitate the appearance of 

engineering structures, resulting in a gradual break with the traditions of earlier 

wooden architecture. The spans appearing in the first half and middle of the 19
th

 

century typically exceed or reach 10 m. However, the span of earlier – even late 

Gothic – churches was maximized to this very size. In the 16
th

-18
th

 century, the use of 

spans between 5 and 8 m was typical. For the first time, a larger number of spans of 

10-14 m can be seen in the case of churches built during the Patent of Toleration (in 

Târgu Secuiesc, Zagon, Covasna), especially for representative buildings. In the 

middle of the 19
th

 century, however, even less significant village churches were built 

with a span of about 10-12 m. For these changing spatial ratios, queen post roof 

structure, strut frame or hanging truss structural solutions were used while joints were 

stabilized and reinforced with metal elements. The widespread use of these types and 

of new methods of detail design were clearly justified by increasing spans, providing a 

much more economical solution for 19th-century village church builders than the 

structure types that follow earlier traditions and require a significant amount of timber 

and more complex design (initially connected with torque-resistant carpentry joints).  

 

Related publications: [1] [3] [7] [8] [9] [12] 
 

3. Along medieval traditions 

Floor plans and spatial forms originating from the Middle Ages (late Gothic 

period), i.e. closing the nave with an apse or polygonal end, oriented to the east, were 

constantly present in the Calvinist church architecture of Trei Scaune in the 19
th
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century, even in the case of new church constructions. The structural solutions of the 

buildings, especially roof structures (carpentry structures) often followed medieval 

traditions, and over time they were combined with the current – most often Baroque – 

solutions of structural construction of the time. With some modifications, the 

knowledge and application of medieval structures can be observed throughout the 

county until the 19
th

 century. 

 

A characteristic church type from the post-Reformation eras is the east-oriented 

hall church, which ends with a polygonal apse on one of its shorter sides. This 

building, which reflects the spatial form with sanctuary, in its appearance follows the 

shape patterns of the period before the Reformation, and this influence is further 

strengthened by the roof structures made at a steep angle. This preservation of 

traditions in the countryside is an interconfessional phenomenon, which ultimately 

resulted in formally often neutral church architecture (independent of denominations). 

It can be an architectural projection of the unified church image of a society living in 

religious diversity and tolerance. 

Types of churches that deviate somewhat from this (in the architecture of the 

period after the Patent of Toleration) also use, even with structural innovations, the 

spatial form with apse or the church nave symbolically closed on one side, thus 

implementing a different form, but adhering to the identity of the basic layout formula.  

In the field of structural construction, the continuity derived from the Middle 

Ages can be observed even more, most notably in the case of roof structures. The 

main reason for this is that the carpentry structures were largely made by local 

masters, and engineering solutions (meaning lower-angle slope, queen post roof 

structure, strut frame or hanging truss structures) have only appeared since the 19
th

 

century. In the preceding period, joints made of purely wood are predominantly, so to 

speak, exclusively present – for example dovetail or half-dovetail joints fixed with 

wooden nails. Also, roof structures made by the repetition of the same elements, steep 

sloped (45-60°) roofs or, for some types, the use of columns reinforced in all 

directions of the space or trusses used in a vertical axis (even in a double-deck design) 

were not uncommon. The latter are typically listed among the characteristics of 

medieval structures, but their use in Trei Scaune can be considered constant until the 

19
th

 century. 

 

Related publications: [1] [3] [4] [7] [8] [9] [10] [12] 
 

4. Saxon relations 

Formal and structural precedents borrowed from Saxon Lutheran church 

architecture can be discovered in the Calvinist church architecture of the Trei Scaune 

region. In the second half of the 18
th

 century, the spires of Barcaság served as a 

precedent for the construction of the towers of the Calvinist churches in Trei Scaune. 

Following the Patent of Toleration, with the participation of Saxon builders, an 
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independent church type also spread in Trei Scaune, which can be well distinguished 

from the previously typical local types. In this age, the Saxons made up a larger part 

of the foremen operating in Trei Scaune than the Szeklers, while the carpentry work 

was carried out by masters of Szekler origin.   
 

It can be proved by examples already in the 18
th

 century, that – due to the 

territorial proximity of Trei Scaune to Țara Bârsei – spire forms and structural 

solutions typical in Saxon church architecture were widespread in the discussed 

region, especially in the southern areas of the county. The former spire of the Calvinist 

church of Bicfalău, dated to 1768 by László Debreczeni, which rises from the regular 

square known from the Saxon church architecture (in connection with the Black 

Church in Brașov) and then placed on an octagonal lantern, is an illustrative example 

of this influence. Despite its more modest size, the spire of the Măgheruș church built 

in 1794 can be interpreted as a copy of the spire forms of the Hungarian Lutheran 

church in Bolonya (1783) and the Saxon Lutheran church in Brașov (1790-1793). 

At the time of the Patent of Toleration, a church type has appeared that was 

previously alien in its space formation to the Calvinist traditions of Trei Scaune. This 

type can be mostly linked to the names of masters of Brașov and Saxon descent, who 

settled in Kézdi Scaune in large numbers in the second half of the 18
th

 century or were 

second-generation Saxons in Trei Scaune.  

In addition to using polygonal eastern apse, another characteristic feature of the 

new church type is the space formation articulated by vaults (or vault imitations) and 

inward-facing bundle pillars. At the time of the Patent of Toleration, intersecting vault 

was most often used to cover the space, often reinforced with bands. In the first half of 

the 19
th

 century, the use of the Bohemian vaults became widespread, for which earlier 

(17-18
th

 century) examples can be found in the Roman Catholic churches of the 

neighboring Csík Scaune and in the so-called Holy Land (in the northern areas of 

Kézdi Scaune).  

In connection with the Calvinist churches, the following are the most important 

Saxon builders who worked in the period after the Patent of Toleration until the first 

third of the 19
th

 century: András Hiller (reconstruction of 1 tower)
13

, Károly Krausz 

(construction of 2 churches), Péter Zailer (construction of 4 churches, reconstruction 

of 2 churches), Ignác Müller (construction and repair of 3 towers), András Pauer 

(construction and repair of 1 tower), András Land (reconstruction of 2+1 churches),
14

 

András Hecht (repair of 1 church), József Stefán (construction of 1 church).
15

 By 

comparison, the number of builders of Hungarian origin is much lower in this period: 

                                                                 
13 András Hiller was a master builder working from the middle of the 18th century. Presumably 

due to his old age, the number of known works from the time of the Patent of Toleration is 

minimal. 
14 His involvement has not yet been fully proven in one case. 
15 József Stefán was active from the end of the first quarter of the 19th century, his further works 

can be dated to the middle of the 19th century. A carpenter of the same name also worked in the 

age, a personal identity may also arise. 
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Ferenc Balázs (repair of 1 church),
16

 Ferenc Sáfrányi (construction of 1 tower, 

reconstruction and repair of 2 churches).  

The churches built under the Patent of Toleration are thus mainly churches 

designed and built by Saxon foremen. However, the typical solutions and construction 

works of the roof structures can be attributed to the local carpenters of Szekler origin. 

In particular, the church stock of Erdővidék shows an extremely uniform picture. In 

each case, the roof structure spanning the vault rests on the masonry with a similar 

base structure, bears the lateral forces with leaning tie beams, and its design includes 

two collar beams, between which a frame structure provides a longitudinal bracing. 

The structures consist of clear wooden joints, the ‘Y-motif’ appears in the cross-

section. This structural solution connects the different planes and can be traced back to 

the Middle Ages in terms of its origin. 

In the context of the Calvinist churches, the following builders can be named as 

major carpenters working in the period after the Patent of Toleration to the first third 

of the 19
th

 century: Márton Pető (construction of 3 roof structures), Mózes Szakács 

(construction of 1 tower and roof structure, construction of 1 roof structure),
17

 József 

Bedő and his son (repair of 1 roof structure), Ferenc Bartus (repair of 1 roof structure), 

József Stefán (1).
18

 

 
Related publications: [1] [8] [12] 

 

5. Unified spatial approach 

5.1. Organization of space 

In most cases (87.8% of the buildings analyzed in detail), the interior spatial 

design of the Calvinist churches in Trei Scaune is organized perpendicular to the 

longitudinal axis of the building and built around the liturgical spatial center 

designated by the pulpit and the communion table.  

 

Out of a total of 94 churches and oratories visited, in 73 cases it is clear that the 

church’s interior is organized around a pulpit built on one of the long walls or the 

triumphal arch. This means that the pews, galleries and entrances are located facing 

the liturgical space center. This layout is traditionally identified with the Calvinist 

spatial organization, which assumption can be confirmed in Trei Scaune. 

                                                                 
16

 Ferenc Balázs was a master builder being active from the middle of the 18th century, 

presumably due to his old age, the number of known works from the time of the Patent of 

Toleration is minimal.  
17 A carpenter of the same name worked in the middle and second half of the 19th century, in 

connection with which the possibility of a father-son relationship arises. 
18 His identity with master builder József Stefán arises. 
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When taking into consideration only the 82 churches examined in detail, the 

described centralizing spatial arrangement can be found in 72 cases, which layout is 

independent of the shape and orientation of the buildings. In the light of the 

construction histories, it can also be stated that the houses of prayer and the Calvinist 

church architecture tendencies of the last century preferred the longitudinal layout, 

which contradicts the previous traditions. In these cases, the pulpit is positioned in the 

center of the polygonal closure of space, however, the liturgical center of space 

arranged around it shows a generally centralizing image despite the longitudinal 

layout of the spatial structure. 

 Interior spatial rearrangements were common during the construction of new 

churches and renovations. In the case of the Calvinist Church in Moacșa, it is known 

that the spatial organization changed after the internal alterations following the 1986 

earthquake, and the longitudinal layout still visible today was created after the 

relocation of the pulpit. Another example is the construction of a new Calvinist church 

in Valea Voinești, where, instead of the old wooden church, which was previously 

organized in a transverse direction, the new building (constructed between 1930 and 

1932) was clearly designed with an interior along a longitudinal axis. The latter two 

examples also suggest that the number of church spaces organized in a transverse 

direction with a centralizing layout may have been even greater in the past.  

 

Related publications: [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [9] 
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5.2. Use of space 

The congregations of the Calvinist churches in Trei Scaune largely preserve the 

church's traditional use of space, in which the main tendency is to maintain the 

seating order. Quantifying this: in 86.6% of the churches studied in detail, it was 

possible to record a tradition of spatial usage that cannot be derived from to the 

liturgy. 

 

In connection with the clearly visible arrangement of the interior, we examined 

the traditions of church space usage. Out of a total of 94 buildings visited, seating 

order was recorded in 74 churches, and in 71 of the 82 cases analyzed in detail. 

According to the results of the studies, the factors determining the seating order were 

gender, age, social and/or property status, as well as pedigree and, family relations. 

These aspects were decisive, as evidenced by the records of the 17
th

 century, and they 

were also alive in the 19
th

 century and had previously differentiated depending on the 

military status of the heads of families. As a result of the interviews, it could be stated 

that in a significant part of the Calvinist churches in Trei Scaune, the rules concerning 

the use of church space are still alive, which can be traced to the combined effect of 

ecclesiastical discipline, folk traditions and social customs prevailing in the 17-19
th

 

century. 

 

Related publications: [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [9] 
 

6. The place of the Calvinist church architecture of Trei Scaune in the 

Hungarian Calvinist church architecture prior to the Patent of Toleration  

When examining the Calvinist church architecture of Trei Scaune before the 

Patent of Toleration in connection with Royal Hungary and the Protestant church 

architecture of the territories of the Principality of Transylvania, we see it followed 

the same tendencies and preferences but implemented them with a more modest set of 

tools. The 17
th

 century historic monument material of the studied area shows 

simplified versions of the late Gothic sytle and the hall church structures 

characteristic of the periphery. In the 18
th

 century, before the Patent of Toleration, 

more reconstructions were carried out than new constructions, a significant part of 

the buildings were later demolished or rebuilt again. Regarding the architectural 

quality of the churches, it can be stated that the wooden churches may have been more 

prominent in number, and the stone churches were built only in modest design, 

bearing the reduced features of the late Gothic in their formation – most often the 

symbolic apse. New church construction took place in case of an ecclesia filialis 

separation, patron intercession or destruction of the previous church built of non-

durable material. 
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In the case of constructions with representative purpose, the survival of the late 

Gothic traditions can be observed. This means that in the 17
th

 century Gothic was used 

as a tradition, a value-carrying style. The latter can be observed throughout 

Transylvania and Upper Hungary from the 16
th

 to the 18
th
 century – for example, in 

the monuments built in the style of Gothic Mannerism in Upper Hungary or in 

connection with the re-vaulting of the church on Farkas Street in Cluj-Napoca. In 

parallel, hall churches with more modest design were also erected, only symbolically 

referring to the tradition of the former church spaces with apse (by “cutting off” the 

corners of the walls). This solution was typical of the less prestigious settlements. In 

Protestant church architecture before the Patent of Toleration, dominant features were 

to follow traditions, to express continuity and historicity itself. All of this takes 

precedence over solutions born of liturgy, functionality, or economic considerations. 

For the Calvinist religion, the first churches of Trei Scaune were built in the 17
th

 

century.
19

 Of these churches, the one in Araci kept a significant part of its medieval 

wall sections, while the sanctuary of the church of Bodoc dates back to the 16
th
 

century. In the case of Hăghig and Chilieni, unusually oblong church spaces were 

built, which were not affected by the size of the building. The former two churches 

can be interpreted as hall spaces just like the churches in Calnic, Ariușd or Dobolii de 

Sus. The latter two represent the former church type, which only symbolically depicts 

the eastern sanctuary closure, to which István Bibó drew attention only much later, in 

the case of the churches in Central Hungary built under the Patent of Toleration.
20

  

Following the establishment of the Gubernium, the influence of the ban on church 

constructions was also felt in Trei Scaune: major transformations became dominant in 

number, although in some cases new construction was also known.
21

  

In the Kingdom of Hungary, articular churches were built in a modest number and 

under strict restrictions, and mostly along the development of two major trends that 

could be separated in terms of territory: oblongum floor plans were used in the 

western part of the country, while elongated Greek cross in the north-eastern areas. It 

should be noted, however, that articular space, as a generic term, covers a diverse 

range of architectural monuments: not only well-typifiable historic memories but also 

a significant number of buildings born out of necessity. 

In the 18
th

 century Trei Scaune region, new church construction is known in at 

least six settlements prior to the Patent of Toleration. Two of three constructions were 

carried out due to the separation of an ecclesia filialis, in two cases the construction 

took place with the help of a patron. Similar reasons made it possible to build 

Protestant churches all over Transylvania, for example in connection with the church 

construction in Făgăraș (1710 and 1758-1759) the publications of András Kovács and 

János Orbán
22

 state that patronage helped the realization of representative 

                                                                 
19 See the details about the 17th century Calvinist church architecture of Trei Scaune in the first 

thesis: Time distribution of constructions. 
20 BIBÓ 1967 
21 Constructions are not analyzed and explained in connection with tower constructions. 
22 KOVÁCS 2003 pp. 149-151.; ORBÁN, J. 2008 pp. 5-6. 
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constructions. Orbán also explains that the buildings, like in the western and central 

parts of the country, could be built mostly of non-durable materials, wood, and adobe. 

This statement is confirmed, nuanced, and completed by the review of the 

constructions in Trei Scaune. 

The Calvinist congregation of Valea Voinești, getting independent of the church 

in Covasna, built a ‘shed’ for themselves, and the faithful of Măgheruș, who separated 

from the ecclesia of Saciova, built a church and a belfry between 1746-1752. The 

Calvinist people of Chichiș could build a small stone church in place of the old 

wooden one between 1745-1746. Some people date the construction of the church in 

Doboșeni to the beginning of the 18
th

 century, but these constructions can presumably 

be identified more with the 1756 reconstruction patronized by István Daniel, realized 

with the help of aristocratic intercession. After 1721, the faithful of Tamașfalău were 

forced to build a wooden oratory instead of their church destroyed in a fire, for which 

building material was donated by Mihály Tholdalagi. Instead of the old wooden 

church in Sâncraiu, a new church was also built of stone in 1767. In the case of new 

buildings, the architectural quality, spatial design and use of materials are not known 

or the known information allow only partial conclusions to be drawn. 

In addition to the examples described, mostly some significant transformations
23

 

can be mentioned, which could have been created from an already standing and 

functioning church building. In these cases, sometimes the architectural tools used 

resulted higher architectural quality than for new constructions. This happened in 

settlements where their model role and significance of the time was known: the 

vaulting of the church in Biborțeni (1761) and the significant reconstruction of the 

church in Târgu Secuiesc (1750) can be highlighted as examples.  

The church construction boom unfolding under the Patent of Toleration (1781), 

together with the effects of the earthquake of 1802, resulted in a similarly significant 

number of monuments in Trei Scaune as in the whole country. The Calvinist church 

stock built in Trei Scaune after 1781 can be interpreted together with the national 

tendencies and with the overview of the Protestant types created under the Patent of 

Toleration.   
 

Related publications: [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [9] [10] [11] 

  

                                                                 
23 Arcuș (its construction or reconstruction in the early 18th century is assumed, but not yet 

clarified), Dobolii de Jos (1722 and 1733), Brateş (around 1760), Biborțeni (1761), Belin 

(assumed), Țufalău (assumed), Chiuruș (assumed previous reconstruction and 1779), Eresteghin 

(after 1740), Dobolii de Sus (1763-1767), Karatna (1744), Mărtineni (around 1754), Târgu 

Secuiesc (1750 and 1780), Aita Medie (1777), Lisnău (1768), Herculian (1776), Bățanii Mari 

(1766-1768), Reci (assumed), Sfântu Gheorghe (1774), Saciova (1761), Turia (1726), Zăbala 

(1759/1772). 
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